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recap offers other features such as zoomable and annotatable images, wizard interfaces for editing
and cleaning, and expandable databases. the camera options are quite extensive, including
functions such as resetting the gps or even recording the city as your scan is being done. once you
have finished your scan, you can close the screen and choose finish to complete your project. you
can then edit or clean the data, add labels, and determine what recap filters you want to apply.
recap then takes the data and formats it into an xml file ready for viewing in the arcgis online
mapping and data visualization tool. this software is a must-have for anyone who needs to create
high-resolution imagery. it works as a step-by-step, easy-to-use, and stable tool. with a free license,
you can use it at school, at your office, or even with colleagues. recap is an effective and practical
tool that can be used to gather information about buildings, roads, and even people. this product is
also available in a paid version (with a license key included) that allows you to add ai technology.
because this is a point cloud data analysis tool, recap can be used with any application that can load
or analyze point cloud data, including pointcloudlab, pointcloudanalyzer, slicer3d, and even those
for point cloud editing and research. data can be uploaded to the cloud. the data can be shared with
others in your organization, or even with the public. as for online public use, recap can be used to
upload data to the usgs aerial images map of the world.
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